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The seals of the Scroll of Prophecy are about to be broken.
Unleashing Satan on Earth.
Montreal, Quebec, March 2022 — The SATAN Gene, a religious historical thriller for lovers of
conspiracy theories, Catholic intrigue, and tantalizing blends of fact and fiction has hit the book
market through Amazon and its controversial story will not leave readers indifferent.
A modern-day deep state European group with mysterious historical roots dating back before the
time of Jesus Christ is urgently bent on implementing a diabolical crime against humanity in
order to fulfill a two thousand year old biblical prophecy giving them the power to become the
divinely chosen monarchs, ruled by a supreme god-man king on earth. Tracked by the group's
merciless killer who believes himself to be a direct descendent of the leader of an ancient group
of assassins that existed two thousand years ago, quantum biology doctoral student Abriana
Stratton and former priest Gareth Blackwell join forces in a perilous race against the clock to
find and decipher a trail of codes left by a brutally murdered U. S. government scientist. Within
his cryptic texts are the clues to the hidden locations of the components from a stolen secret
military genetics program that holds the power to permanently weaponize human DNA, the
cellular blueprint of life.
“With its heavy religiosity, rich historicity and complex plot, it is impossible not to
compare The SATAN Gene to The Da Vinci Code, and Dan Brown fans won’t be
disappointed!” — Jennifer Jackson, Indies Today
“The SATAN Gene will definitely leave an indelible imprint on your psyche. This is
one book everyone should read.” — Steven Robson, Readers’ Favorite
D.W. Eamer’s writing career stems from a life list that he had created at the age of sixteen.
Writing a novel was near the top of that list of over one hundred goals. The list has been lost in
the mists of time, but never forgotten. The SATAN Gene is his first novel. He lives in Quebec,
Canada.
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